Activation of motor-related areas has consistently been found during various motor imagery tasks and is regarded as the central mechanism generating motor imagery. However, the extent to which motor execution and imagery share neural substrates remains controversial. We examined brain activity during preparation for and execution of physical or mental finger tapping. During a functional magnetic resonance imaging at 3 T, 13 healthy volunteers performed an instructed delay finger-tapping task either in a physical mode or mental mode. Number stimuli instructed subjects about a finger-tapping sequence. After an instructed delay period, cue stimuli prompted them either to execute the tapping movement or to imagine it. Two types of planning/preparatory activity common for movement and imagery were found: instruction stimulus--related activity represented widely in multiple motorrelated areas and delay period activity in the medial frontal areas. Although brain activity during movement execution and imagery was largely shared in the distributed motor network, imagery-related activity was in general more closely related to instruction-related activity than to the motor execution--related activity. Specifically, activity in the medial superior frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate cortex, precentral sulcus, supramarginal gyrus, fusiform gyrus, and posterolateral cerebellum likely reflects willed generation of virtual motor commands and analysis of virtual sensory signals.
Introduction
Motor imagery has been defined as an ability to simulate or emulate bodily movement, without being overtly manifested as physical movement (Jeannerod 1994; Decety 1996; Crammond 1997; Grush 2004 ). This cognitive process is considered to underlie a variety of cognitive and motor behaviors including action observation or understanding (Grafton et al. 1996; Iacoboni et al. 1999) , cognitive mental operations (Parsons et al. 1995; Frak et al. 2001; Hanakawa, Honda et al. 2003) , and planning of overt movement (Stephan et al. 1995; Deiber et al. 1998) .
Physiologically, motor imagery may correspond to activation of the neural correlates of motor representations (Rizzolatti et al. 2002) , probably involving subthreshold activation of descending motor pathways. The neural substrates of motor imagery have been extensively studied with neuroimaging. Positron emission tomography and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) studies on motor imagery have consistently disclosed activity in cortical and subcortical motor areas, which substantially overlap the neural substrates of motor execution (Grezes and Decety 2001) . However, the extent to which motor execution and imagery share neural substrates is not yet completely understood. Direct comparison of motor imagery with motor execution demonstrated partially segregated brain regions (Deiber et al. 1998; Gerardin et al. 2000; Hanakawa et al. 2005) . For example, the primary motor cortex (M1) and primary somatosensory cortex (S1) may show mild activity during kinesthetic-type motor imagery (Porro et al. 1996; Ehrsson et al. 2003) . However, activity in these areas is typically much greater during motor execution than during motor imagery (Gerardin et al. 2000; Dechent et al. 2004) .
We previously compared neural correlates during a sequential movement and imagery (SMI) task, in which subjects kept track of a tapping sequence according to visually presented numbers in either a mental or movement mode ). In the SMI task, activity common to execution and imagery was revealed in the widely distributed frontoparietal network where Gerardin et al. (2000) found imagery-predominant activity. To obtain objective confirmation of task performance during motor imagery, however, a relatively high-level sensory--cognitive processing component was introduced to the SMI task. A possibility remained that activity required for sensory--cognitive processing was superimposed on ''pure'' activity for motor execution and imagery, and hence, the disparity between the 2 might have been blurred. To explore this issue, a delayed version of the SMI (dSMI) task was employed in the present study for dissociating sensory--cognitive processing from actual performance of movement or that of motor imagery. In practice, an instruction stimulus (IS) specifying a tapping pattern was followed by an instructed delay period (D1) during which subjects were fully aware of the tapping pattern but did not know which performance mode (movement or imagery) would be demanded. After a variable delay period, a cue stimulus prompted actual performance of the tapping in either an execution or imagery mode. This task period was then followed by another delay period (D2), during which subjects kept in mind a finger to determine the tapping pattern in combination with the IS of the following trial. Similarly to the previous task, subjects were required to keep track of a finger-tapping sequence continuously throughout an experimental run.
Here, the time course and statistical parametric maps of brain activity were investigated during the dSMI task, using a time-resolved fMRI. The aims were 3-fold: 1) to reevaluate movement-and imagery-related activities after separating sensory--cognitive processing from actual motor or imagery performance, 2) to compare movement-and imagery-relatedplanning during IS presentation, and 3) to examine activity corresponding to a preparatory process applicable to both execution and imagery performance during the D1 delay period.
Materials and Methods

Subjects
Thirteen healthy volunteers (6 men and 7 women; mean age ± standard deviation [SD] = 30 ± 8 years; age range = 21--48 years) participated in the study, after giving written informed consent. All subjects were right handed as assessed by Edinburgh Handedness Inventory (Oldfield 1971) , and eight of them had participated in the previous study with the SMI task . None had previous history of any neuropsychiatric disorders. The study protocol was approved by the institutional review board.
SMI Task
Subjects 1st learned the basic principles of the SMI task . In brief, the subjects 1st memorized a tapping sequence (thumb, index, middle, ring, little, ring, middle, index) . Next, they practiced sequences of finger tapping where the number of finger taps was instructed by the visual presentation of an Arabic numeral of 1, 2, or 3. The numerals were presented visually 1 by 1 at a rate of 1.5 Hz for a total of 15 presentations. The stimulus presentation was controlled by SuperLab (Cedrus, Phoenix, AZ) on a Power Macintosh computer (Apple Computer Inc., Cupertino, CA). Subjects always started a full tapping sequence from the thumb. Each IS was selected pseudorandomly from the numerals 1, 2, or 3, which instructed the subjects to proceed with the sequence for that number of taps. For example, suppose that a number series of 3--1--2 is presented. One should tap the thumb, index finger, and middle finger in response to the number 3; next the ring finger in response to the number 1; and then the little and ring fingers in response to the number 2. In the original SMI task, subjects were required to keep track of the tapping sequence throughout a single fMRI run in either a movement or an imagery mode. As long as the subjects completely followed the instructions, they would know the specific finger to move next in the sequence after each performance. The subjects reported the ''next finger'' after each block, and the report served as a behavioral measure of task performance in both the movement and imagery runs.
dSMI Task
In the dSMI task employed in the present study, subjects were also required to keep track of the tapping sequence throughout an fMRI run. However, each run incorporated both performance modes (movement and imagery) in a pseudorandom manner. Two different classes of visual stimuli were alternately presented (Figure 1 ). An instruction stimulus (IS) was an Arabic numeral semirandomly selected among 1, 2, and 3 and visually presented for 2 s. Subjects were instructed to withhold any performance and to wait for the next stimulus. After a variable 1st delay period (D1) lasting 12, 15, or 18 s, a cue stimulus was presented for 2 s. The cue stimulus was a visual word stimulus, either MOVE or IMAGE, which told subjects to perform the instructed sequential tapping in either the movement or imagery mode, respectively. Specifically, subjects were required to press response buttons corresponding to the instructed sequence in response to the MOVE stimulus (MOVE trials). In response to the IMAGE stimulus, subjects were asked to imagine the corresponding finger movement as performed by them (1st-person perspective) without actually moving their fingers (IMAGE trials). The MOVE and IMAGE stimuli were pseudorandomly assigned to the cue stimuli, so that subjects were unable to predict the forthcoming performance mode. The cue stimulus was followed by the 2nd delay period (D2) lasting 15 s, during which subjects had to keep in mind the finger from which they would resume tapping. The delay periods were set long enough to allow a time-course analysis dissociating between the 2 classes of stimulus-related hemodynamic changes, and the D1 was set to variable length to reduce an anticipation effect.
As in the original SMI task, subjects should be able to press the correct buttons during the MOVE trials, as long as they had accurately performed the preceding imagery trials. Hence, the button responses in response to each MOVE stimulus allowed us to confirm not only the performance of that MOVE trial but also that of the preceding IMAGE trial, whereby an objective measure of imagery performance was obtained in the present experiment.
Although subjects were instructed to withhold any performance during the presentation of IS, it was more likely that they immediately associated the stimuli with the requisite tapping sequence and completed planning of tapping. This process would be a semiautomatic process difficult to suppress. That is, the IS would instantaneously let subjects ''know'' the movement pattern to perform in response to the next cue stimulus, yet subjects did not know which performance mode to select. Therefore, we assumed that the IS should evoke activity associated primarily with retrieval of the starting finger information, integration of the starting finger and the IS information to establish an action plan, and encode it into a memory, in addition to recognition of visual number stimuli. This process includes several subprocesses of behavior, which may be collectively called ''motor planning'' (Hoshi and Tanji 2007) , although the planning in the present study is atypical as it also has to be applicable to imagery. During D1, subjects held the instructed movement in memory as a generic ''motor'' memory in a form that allowed the subjects to prepare for both movement execution and imagery. In response to the cue stimuli, subjects would recognize the word stimulus, select the performance mode, retrieve the motor memory from the short-term buffer, and then execute the movement or imagine it. During D2, subjects would need to remember the next finger to resume tapping. This temporal memory during the D2 served as partial information of motor planning, which needed to be completed by the IS to fully constrain the tapping pattern within the possibilities.
The comparison between the 2 modes should more purely reflect the difference between motor execution and motor imagery than our previous SMI study . Furthermore, D1 minus D2 contrast would demonstrate activity specific to short-term storage of the ''generic behavioral plan'' in flexible preparation for both physical execution and cognitive imagery because general short-term memory components were controlled across the delay periods. Figure 1 . dSMI task. Subjects were asked to remember the instruction stimuli (IS), which were presented for 2 s and specified a segment of the learned finger-tapping sequence. During a variable delay period (D1) for 12--18 s, subjects waited for the presentation of a cue stimulus (CS), which were presented for 2 s and specified a mode of performance, actual movement, or motor imagery. When the word ''MOVE'' was presented, subjects pressed buttons corresponding to the instructed tapping sequence. When the word ''IMAGE'' was presented, subjects imagined the same movement as being performed by them. Subjects were required to keep track of the tapping sequence continuously throughout a single experimental run. During a 2nd delay period (D2) for 15 s, subjects therefore remembered the finger from which they would resume tapping for the next set of stimuli.
Image Data Acquisition Functional image data were obtained using a 3-T scanner with a standard head coil (GE Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI). Subjects lay supine on the scanner bed and viewed visual stimuli back-projected onto a screen through a mirror built into the head coil. The subjects' hands were invisible to them during the fMRI experiment. To reduce head motion during scanning, a bite bar made of a dental impression material was custom made for each subject and fixed to a cradle of the head coil. Blood oxygen level--dependent (BOLD) fMRI data were obtained with a T2*-sensitive, 3-dimensional (3D) transverse functional sequence based on principles of echo shifting with a train of observations (PRESTO) (van Gelderen et al. 1995) . Acquisition parameters were as follows: effective repetition time of 1 s/volume, data matrix = 38 3 48 3 24, voxel size = 5 3 5 3 5 mm 3 . This fMRI sequence was chosen because of its fine temporal resolution and relative insensitivity to inflow effects, despite relatively poor in-plane resolution (Bushara et al. 2003; Hanakawa et al. 2006) to take a closer look at temporal dynamics of task-related activity in a set of brain regions based on the previous experiment . Both high-resolution PRESTO images (1.67 3 1.67 3 1.67 mm 3 ) and T1-weighted, 3D, fast spoiled gradient-recalled at steady-state images (data matrix = 256 3 256 3 124, voxel size = 0.94 3 0.94 3 1.5 mm 3 ) were acquired for anatomical coregistration. Each experiment consisted of 12 scanning runs (156 runs in total for 13 subjects), and each run consisted of 260 functional images (scanning time = 4 min 20 s). Each run included 8 sets of the IS and cue stimuli; therefore, 96 events associated with the IS and 48 events associated with each performance mode were observed for each subject.
Behavioral Data Acquisition
An MRI-compatible response unit with 5 buttons (Psychology Software Tools Inc., Pittsburgh, PA), each corresponding to 1 finger of the right hand, was attached to the subjects. Responses to the ''MOVE'' stimuli were recorded using SuperLab, and the response time (reaction time plus partial movement time) and accuracy were assessed according to the 1st response in each trial. The behavioral criterion was to reject fMRI runs with 2 or more erroneous responses (i.e., the accuracy was more than or equal to 75% in each run). This criterion was based on our previous experiment with the SMI task, yielding accuracy of approximately 70% for imagery performance on average .
Surface electromyograms (EMGs) were monitored during actual MRI scanning for 6 subjects primarily to confirm the absence of muscle activity during the imagery events. EMGs were obtained from the right hand and forearm muscles using fMRI-compatible equipment (Ives et al. 1993; . Pairs of Grass gold electrodes were placed on the right abductor pollicis brevis, flexor digiti minimi, extensor digitorum communis, and flexor digitorum superficialis muscles. Interelectrode distance was approximately 3 cm. EMGs were amplified, digitized (sampling rate, 250 Hz), filtered with a bandpass of 30 Hz to 70 Hz, and rectified for subsequent review. For the rest of the subjects (7 subjects) whose online surface EMGs were not available, EMGs were checked in a separate session using a similar setup.
Preprocessing of Image Data
From the data of all subjects, 13 runs out of 156 (8.3%) were excluded from the image analysis on the basis of the behavioral criterion. The maximum number of the runs excluded from a single subject was 3. The 1st 10 volumes from each run were discarded to allow for T1 equilibration effects. The image data were analyzed using SPM99 and, in part, by SPM2 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive Neurology, London, UK) implemented in MATLAB (MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA). Alignment for the difference in time for acquiring each MRI slice was not performed because of 3-D acquisition of the PRESTO images (i.e., sampling rate was 1 Hz). All volumes were realigned to the 1st volume. The realigned volumes were spatially normalized (Ashburner and Friston 1999) to fit to an in-house PRESTO template consistent with the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) reference brain provided by SPM. During the spatial normalization process, the volumes were resampled into 2 3 2 3 2 mm 3 voxels in the x (left to right), y (posterior to anterior), and z (inferior to superior) directions, respectively, in reference to the anterior commissure--posterior commissure line (Talairach and Tournoux 1988) . The normalized data were smoothed with a 10-mm full width at half maximum (FWHM) isotropic Gaussian kernel. Considering the data as time series, the smoothed volumes were high-pass filtered to 0.01 Hz. A minimum low-pass filter (FWHM = 2 s) was applied to compensate for autocorrelation of the data (Friston et al. 2000) . Difference in global signal was removed by scaling the data to a grand mean of 100 over all voxels and scans within a run.
Statistical Parametric Mapping Analysis
Three event types were defined: 1) IS related, 2) imagery related, and 3) movement related. Statistical analysis was performed in a 2-stage, mixed-effect procedure (Holmes and Friston 1998) . In the 1st-stage analysis, the BOLD response for each event type was modeled with the canonical hemodynamic response function and its temporal derivative. These functions were convolved with an event train of short boxcar functions starting at each stimulus onset and lasting for the duration of stimulus presentation (2 s) to create a covariate in a general linear model. Two types of design matrix were made for each subject. First, baselines were not explicitly specified to detect event-related activities (i.e., D1 and D2 delay periods together served as an implicit baseline). Second, the D1 and D2 delay periods were modeled separately as 2 different epochs, using boxcar functions for the duration of each delay period. In this design, D1 was used as a baseline to detect the 2 cue stimulus--related activities (movement or imagery event) and D2 was used to detect the IS-related activity. The effects of generic motor plan and preparation were tested using a subject-specific contrast representing D1 versus D2. A constant term for each run was also modeled. Parameter estimates for each covariate were calculated from the least mean square fit of the time series. Images of the parameter estimates for the covariates were created by subject-specific contrasts (collapsing across sessions within subjects). Because the results for the eventrelated activities were virtually the same irrespective of the selection of the baseline, only those from the split baseline design will be reported hereafter for simplicity. These ''summary'' images from the parameter estimate images comprised the data for the 2nd-stage analysis, treating subjects as a random variable (SPM2). A pairwise contrast on the canonical parameter images allowed 1-sample t-tests on differences in the magnitude of each event-and epoch-related response (t values were subsequently converted into Z values). Three types of planned contrast were tested: 3 event-related activities, differential activity between the events (number vs. imagery and movement vs. imagery), and differential epoch-related activity between the D1 and D2. SPMs from the 2nd-stage analysis were 1st thresholded at the height threshold of uncorrected P < 0.001, and the extent threshold of P < 0.05 with correction for multiple comparisons was used as the final statistical criteria for significance. Activity with magnitude that exceeded the voxelwise uncorrected P < 0.001 but not the extent threshold was regarded as a trend. To explore areas commonly involved across the movement and imagery events or the IS and imagery events, a conjunction analysis based on the global null hypothesis was used as implemented in SPM99/2 (Price and Friston 1997; Friston et al. 2005) . The locations of brain activity are reported as the MNI coordinates and are linked to the system of Brodmann (Brodmann 1909) only when the SPM Anatomy Toolbox (http://www.fz-juelich.de/ inb/inb-3//spm_anatomy_toolbox) was available.
Time-Course Analysis
By capitalizing on fine temporal resolution of the imaging sequence, we designed the experiment to allow for assessment of temporal profile of brain activity. The primary motivation of this analysis was to clarify how each brain region represented task-relevant activity over different task periods (i.e., IS-D1-cue-D2). This approach gives different information than the mapping analysis that visualizes spatial distribution of activity at a given timing, which needs to be explicitly modeled in the design matrix. Time-course data were retrieved from volumes of interest (VOIs) on a subject-by-subject basis, which allowed us to discriminate neighboring activities that might be blurred in the group-level analysis.
For this purpose, we only selected the frontoparietal and cerebellar areas known for their roles in motor control because motor imagery was hypothesized to be represented in the distributed motor network with a functional gradient.
A set of brain areas showing cue stimulus-related activity was chosen on the basis of our previous study . A spherical VOI (5-mm radius) was set up for each region for each subject in reference to the individual's anatomy and activation maps from the 1st-stage subject-specific contrast. The location of sampling was determined according to the contrast of the movement-and imagery-predominant activities as well as the conjunction of the 2 cue stimulus--related activities (Figure 2 ). The retrieved time-course data were averaged across voxels that survived uncorrected P < 0.001 in each contrast and were converted to percent signal changes, by treating 2 volumes scanned before each IS presentation as a baseline. These normalized time-course data were 1st aligned to the cue stimulus onset for the classification based on the cue stimulus--related activity. Activity was classified into 3 types: type I activity showing greater activity for the MOVE than the IMAGE events (movement predominant); type II activity showing comparable activity for the MOVE and IMAGE events (movement and imagery); and type III showing greater activity for the IMAGE than for the MOVE events (imagery predominant). A confirmatory repeated-measures analysis of variance (RM-ANOVA) with Greenhouse--Geisser correction for nonsphericity was performed to test the interaction of the time course with the task at the group level. According to the classification by the response to the cue stimuli, the time-course data were realigned to the IS onset. The temporally realigned data were averaged across trials by considering the 3 different durations of the D1 periods and were then averaged across subjects.
In the time-course analysis, the individual's VOIs were localized as precisely as possible to the functional subdivisions of motor-related areas (see Figure 2 ). The hand M1 was defined as the precentral hand knob (Yousry et al. 1997) . The superior precentral and superior frontal sulci were used to define the rostral and caudal dorsal premotor cortex (pre-PMd and PMd, respectively) and the frontal eye fields (FEFs) (Paus 1996; Desmurget et al. 2000; Hanakawa et al. 2002; Amiez et al. 2006) . The rostral and caudal parts of the supplementary motor areas (pre-SMA and SMA, respectively) and the rostral and caudal cingulate zones (RCZ and CCZ, respectively) were defined in reference to the cingulate and paracingulate sulci Picard and Strick 1996) .
Results
Behavioral Data
The mean response time for the dSMI task was 1095.6 (SD = 198.3) ms, and the mean accuracy was 92.6% (SD = 5.2), which guaranteed that the subjects were mostly able to keep track of the sequence. This result also indicated, although indirectly, that the subjects successfully performed the IMAGE trials in between the MOVE (response) trials. The accuracy after exclusion of the unreliable runs was 96.1% (SD = 2.5), which endorsed high-quality imagery performance in the data used for the image analysis. There was no muscle activity during imagery performance detectable in 6 subjects with online EMG monitoring or 7 subjects with offline monitoring.
Statistical Parametric Mapping Analysis of Event-Related Activities
IS-Related Activity
The activity related to the IS events was observed in the inferior frontal gyrus, middle frontal gyrus, superior precentral sulcus, medial aspects of the superior frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate cortex, inferior parietal lobule, superior occipital gyrus, and posterolateral cerebellum (Table 1A, Figure 3A) . Activity was mostly bilaterally symmetric in the frontoparietal areas.
Cue Stimulus--Related Activity Substantially overlapping brain areas were detected for the 2 cue stimulus--related activities (Table 1B and C, Figure 3A) . Motor imagery--related activity was seen in the frontoparietal areas, with greater emphasis on the supplementary motor areas, dorsal and ventral premotor areas, frontal and temporal opercular areas, inferior parietal areas, and cerebellum. A nonsignificant trend was found in the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (x, y, z = -36, 44, 24; Z = 4.11). Movementrelated activity was most marked in the left central areas in Figure 2 . Classification of cue stimulus--related activity for time-course analysis. Cue stimulus--related activity was classified into 3 types: type I showing movementpredominant activity, type II showing cue stimulus--related activity similarly for movement and imagery events, and type III showing imagery-predominant activity. Activation maps from a representative subject (P \ 0.001, uncorrected) were overlain onto an axial slice (z 5 56 mm) of the individual's own anatomical image. Gray circles are examples of the sampled VOIs including the ''hand knob'' of the precentral gyrus (PCG-knob, Ia), rostrolateral part of the PCG juxtaposed to the superior precentral sulcus (PCG-SPcS, Ib), SPcS (SPcS, II), and SPcS extending into a posterior part of the superior frontal sulcus (SPcS-SFS, III). Time-course data were sampled from predetermined sets of areas according to each individual's anatomy and activation maps as such. Signal changes from VOIs were aligned to the cue stimulus onset (time 0), converted into percent signal changes, and averaged across subjects. Type I activity was further divided into 2 subtypes: type Ia (e.g., PCG-knob) showing clear movement-related activity (black) with almost no imagery-related activity (gray) and type Ib (e.g., PCG-SPcS) showing salient movement-related activity with modest (ca. 0.3%) imagery-related activity. Activity in the SPcS (type II) and the SPcS-SFS (type III) is shown in the same format. P values indicate task-by-time interaction by repeated-measures ANOVA, and the error bars indicate standard errors of mean. The x-axis represents time in seconds after the cue stimulus onset, and the y-axis represent percent signal changes. Gray shades indicate the period of time during which the cue stimuli were presented. addition to the frontoparietal areas similar to the imageryrelated activity.
The conjunction analysis of movement-related and imageryrelated activities revealed widely distributed frontoparietal cortical areas, medial aspect of the superior frontal gyrus, anterior cingulate cortex, frontal and temporal opercular areas, occipital areas, and posterolateral cerebellum (Table 2, Figure  3B ). This activity pattern was similar to the common movement-and-imagery activity in our previous experiment with the SMI task .
The direct comparison between the movement-and imagery-related activities highlighted a segregated aspect of the 2 (Table 3 , Figure 3B ), with a sharper contrast than that from the previous SMI experiment. Movement-predominant areas were composed of the precentral and postcentral gyri, anterior superior parietal cortex, middle cingulate cortex, temporoparietal junction, basal ganglia, thalamus, and also cerebellum. The precentral and postcentral gyral activities were contralateral to the movement side, whereas the cerebellar activity was predominantly ipsilateral to it. Imagery-predominant activity was observed in the medial superior frontal gyrus extending into the superior frontal sulci anterior to the vertical anterior commissure (VAC) line (Talairach and Tournoux 1988) , right precentral sulcus at the level of the middle frontal gyrus, and right fusiform gyrus. The imagery-predominant superior frontal sulcus activity was located rostral and medial to the common movement-andimagery activity at the similar z coordinate level (ca. 60 mm) ( Figure 3B and C). The other imagery-predominant activity in the precentral gyrus/sulcus was located more ventrally (z coordinate = ca. 40 mm). A trend toward imagery predominance was found in the left precentral gyrus (x, y, z = -42, 2, 38; Z = 3.73) and left fusiform gyrus (x, y, z = --26, --74, --16; Z = 4.45).
Comparison between the IS-and Imagery-Related Activities The 2 event-related activities without accompanying motor execution, IS-related activity versus imagery-related activity, were directly compared as they demonstrated a similar pattern of activity. No region showed significantly greater activity during the IS events than the imagery events, but a trend for difference (uncorrected P < 0.001) was found in the left superior occipital gyrus (x, y, z = --32, --86, 30; Z = 3.14).
Conversely, activity significantly greater during the imagery events than the IS events was found in the medial superior frontal gyrus around the VAC line, anterior cingulate cortex, right superior precentral sulcus, bilateral frontal and temporal opercular areas, left supramarginal gyrus, bilateral fusiform gyri, and right posterolateral cerebellum (Table 4, Figure 3C ). A trend toward difference was also found in the left superior precentral sulcus corresponding to the pre-PMd (x, y, z = -30, -8, 54, Z = 3.65). Most of those areas overlapped with the common movement-and-imagery activity, except for the cingulate activity overlapping with the movement-predominant activity and right precentral sulcal activity overlapping with the imagery-predominant activity.
Delay Period Activity
The medial superior frontal gyrus and cingulate zones showed statistically significant activity during the D1 period as compared with the D2 period (Table 5, Figure 4A ). The medial superior frontal activity corresponded to the SMA, and its location was very close to the medial superior frontal zone where the common movement-and-imagery activity was shown in the conjunction analysis of cue stimulus--related activity. In addition, the left dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (x, y, z = --30, 34, 34; Z = 3.16) showed a nonsignificant trend toward D1 delay period activity ( Figure 4A ). At each individual's level, SMA activity during the D1 delay period was consistent across subjects (n = 12; uncorrected P < 0.001). A time-course analysis revealed that activity in the SMA was gradually building up during the D1 delay period, accompanying a transient increase in activity after the cue stimulus presentation ( Figure 4B ). On the other hand, the delay activity in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex appeared to be decreasing toward the cue stimulus presentation and showed a transient cue stimulus--related activity from the baseline level. These findings were further investigated by analyzing the D1 period activity ranging from 5 s before the cue stimulus presentation to the cue stimulus presentation. This time window was selected to minimize the effect of the IS-related activity. As should be expected, in this delay period during which the subjects did not know which mode should be selected, activity did not differ between the MOVE and IMAGE trials (P > 0.5) in either the SMA or dorsolateral prefrontal cortex. Averaged across the subjects, the delay period activity just before the cue stimulus presentation was reasonably approximated by regression lines in both the SMA and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex ( Figure 4C ). The regression slopes significantly differed between the 2 regions (paired ttest, P < 0.001). Moreover, the regression slope of the delay period activity was significantly greater than zero in the SMA (1-sample t-test, P < 0.001), whereas it was negative in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (P < 0.002). These findings meant that the delay period activity was increasing toward the cue stimulus presentation in the SMA whereas it was decreasing in the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, supporting the idea that the delay period in the SMA reflects a preparation process toward the cue stimulus events.
Time-Course Analysis of the Event-Related Activities
Time-course data were sampled from the frontoparietal cortical and cerebellar VOIs, which were predetermined according to our previous study as summarized in Table 6 . An RM-ANOVA at the group level supported the classification of the activity type based on the cue stimulus--related activities: movement-predominant type I activity (time-by-task interaction significant at P < 0.001 for all 7 VOIs); movement-and-imagery type II activity (P > 0.05 for all 13 VOIs); and imagery-predominant type III activity (P < 0.005 for all 4 VOIs). Temporal profiles of task-relevant activity were assessed by realigning the time-course data to the IS onset.
Type I Activity
The type I activity was further subdivided into type Ia with minimal activity during the imagery events at the group level and type Ib with moderate imagery-related activity ( Figure 5) . The examples of type Ia areas were the left M1, left S1, 2nd Figure 3 . Statistical parametric maps of event-related activity. (A) IS-related activity (yellow) was observed bilaterally in the frontoparietal areas and cerebellum. Motor imagery-related activity (cyan) was seen in the similar frontoparietal areas, with greater emphasis on the supplementary motor areas, ventral and dorsal premotor areas, frontal and temporal opercular areas, inferior parietal areas, and cerebellum. Movement-related activity (magenta) was marked in the left central areas in addition to the frontoparietal areas. For a display purpose, the activity was theresholded at P \ 0.001 (uncorrected), and clusters with more than 50 voxles are surface rendered onto a standard brain. (B) The comparison of movement-related and imagery-related activities. Movement-predominant activity (red) was found in the left central area, bilateral parietotemporal junctions, and right anterior cerebellum. Imagery-predominant activity (green) was found in the left superior frontal sulcus, bilateral superior precentral sulcus, medial aspects of the superior frontal gyrus, and right occipital cortex. The common movement-and-imagery activity (blue) from a conjunction analysis was widely distributed in the frontoparietal areas, occipital cortex, and cerebellum. (C) Imagery-related activity greater than the IS-related activity (pink) was observed in the right posterolateral cerebellum (z 5 À36 mm), bilateral frontal and temporal opercular areas and fusiform gyri (z 5 À12 mm), left supramarginal gyrus (z 5 24 mm), anterior cingulate cortex and right precentral sulcus (z 5 42 mm), and medial superior frontal gyrus (z 5 64 mm). This activity mostly overlapped with the common movement-and-imagery activity (overlap in white) and slightly with imagery-predominant activity in the right precentral sulcus (overlap in orange). The other part of the movement-and-imagery activity (blue), imagery-predominant (green), and movement-predominant (red) activities are shown for reference. Activity is overlain onto the PRESTO template image. . This area showed delay period activity that was building up toward the cue stimulus (gray shades), similar for the movement (black line) and imagery (gray line) events. Activity from PFCdl is shown for comparison (right panel). (C) The delay period activity just before the cue stimulus presentation was approximated by regression lines in both the SMA and PFCdl. The regression slope of the delay period activity was positive in the SMA (left panel), whereas it was negative in the PFCdl (right panel), which meant that the D1 activity was increasing toward the cue stimulus presentation in the SMA whereas it was decreasing toward it in the PFCdl. In individual analyses, 1 subject out of 13 revealed statistically significant imagery-related activity at the hand M1. The type Ib areas included the PMd, middle cingulate cortex, and anterior part of the superior parietal lobule. Notably, the type Ib areas showed a greater degree of IS-related activity in comparison with the type Ia where IS-related activity was negligible. We carefully checked the location of the movement-predominant middle cingulate activity with regard to the cingulate and paracingulate sulci in each individual Immisch et al. 2001 ). The paracingulate sulcus was observed in 7 out of 13 subjects (present or prominent). Type I activity was always situated within the cingulate sulcus or within a short sulcus branching from the cingulate sulcus and extending dorsally. This region probably corresponded to the CCZ (Picard and Strick 1996) .
Type II Activity
The type II areas showed activity similar between the MOVE and IMAGE trials ( Figure 6 ). The type II areas were exemplified by the multiple frontoparietal cortical areas, medial superior frontal cortex, anterior cingulate cortex (RCZ), basal ganglia, and posterolateral cerebellum. Generally, these areas were located rostral to the type I areas in the frontal cortex and caudal to them in the parietal cortex and cerebellum. The SMA showing delay period activity was classified as type II when cue stimulus--related activity was assessed. A general characteristic of the type II areas was salient coexistence of the IS-related activity, particularly prominent in the precuneus and inferior frontal cortex including Broca's area. However, RCZ, SMA, and supramarginal gyrus showed greater imagery-related activity than IS-related activity.
Type III activity
The pre-SMA, pre-PMd, and presumable FEF were classified into the type III activity (Figure 7 ). All type III areas revealed modest IS-related activity (ca. 0.2%) as well as imagery-related activity. The pre-SMA and FEF belonged to the areas where imageryrelated activity was significantly greater than the IS-related activity in the statistical parametric mapping analysis.
Relationship among the Instruction, Imagery, and Movement-Related Activities With all the sampled areas combined, there was significant correlation between the size of the IS-related activity and that of the imagery-related activity (r = 0.632, P = 0.001), whereas the movement-related activity was inversely correlated with the IS-related activity (r = --0.540, P = 0.005). There was no correlation between the size of movement-and imagery-related activities (r = --0.327, P = 0.111) (Figure 8 ).
Discussion
The present dSMI task shares an important basic feature, objective evaluation of the imagery task performance, with the original SMI task ). In the dSMI task, accurate motor response to a MOVE stimulus after an IMAGE trial indicated accurate imagery performance in the IMAGE trial. First, more than 90% (96% after exclusion) of accurate responses guaranteed the subjects' understanding of the dSMI task and reliable imagery performance. Second, this behavioral observation and the exclusion of less accurately performed runs should increase reliability of the inferences about imagery-related brain activity. Regrettably, online EMG Note: Confidence intervals indicate 95% confidence intervals of stereotaxic coordinates. Activity indicates percent signal changes (mean ± SD) during 5--6 s after the IS or cue stimulus prompting movement or imagery performance. PFCdl, dorsolateral prefrontal cortex; SPcS, superior precentral sulcus; SFS, superior frontal sulcus.
monitoring was available only in half of the subjects. However, as the rest of the subjects were trained on the task beforehand under EMG monitoring, the ability of the subjects for motor imagery without activating muscles had been confirmed. Moreover, the presence of minor muscle activity during motor imagery mainly affects the interpretation of M1 and S1 activity. Because most of the subjects did not show significant M1 or S1 activity, the lack of online EMG monitoring in those subjects would not considerably affect the interpretation of the present results. Motor imagery has both visual and kinesthetic aspects, the predominance of which may differentially modulate the participation of the neural substrates in the task (Stinear et al. 2006 ). We did not intend to design the experiment for discriminating those different aspects of motor imagery in this particular experiment as visual and kinesthetic aspects had been tightly coupled through visuomotor experience in sighted or late blind subjects (Imbiriba et al. 2006; Hagura et al. 2007 ).
Movement-Related Activity Versus Imagery-Related Activity
The movement-predominant activity in the present experiment perfectly overlapped with its counterpart in the previous experiment with the SMI task . Imagery-related activity was not significant in the M1 or S1 at a population level, but 1 subject showed significant imagery-related activity there. There is indeed some inconsistency in the literature whether the M1 is active during motor imagery (Porro et al. 1996; Roth et al. 1996; Deiber et al. 1998; Gerardin et al. 2000; Dechent et al. 2004) , and the role of the M1 for motor imagery remains a matter of debate. It is clear from several transcranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) studies that motor imagery, especially of the kinesthetic type, can enhance motor-evoked potentials (Fadiga et al. 1995; Facchini et al. 2002; Stinear et al. 2006 ). This modulation effect could occur at the level of premotor cortex, M1, or the spinal cord (Li et al. 2004 ). The M1 functionality seems essential for kinesthetic motor perception (''motor illusion'') induced by vibratory stimulation to muscle tendons (Naito et al. 2002) . As Figure 5 . Type I activity aligned to the IS onset. Activity related to the movement events (black line) and the imagery events (gray line) were aligned to the IS onset (time 0) and were averaged separately for the 1st delay period of 12, 15, and 18 s, corresponding to the 3 different gray and black lines. Gray shades indicate the period of time during which the number stimuli were presented. Type I areas showed marked movement-related activity. There was little imagery-related activity in the type Ia areas but were mild imagery-related as well as IS-related activities in the type Ib areas. Figure 6 . Type II activity aligned to the IS onset. Note remarkable activity following the IS presentation (gray shades) for the type II areas. Type II areas included brain areas where there was relative exaggeration of the IS-related activity compared with the cue stimulus--related activity (e.g., right inferior frontal gyrus and right superior parietal lobule). See legends for Figure 5 for the display conventions. PMd/pre-PMd, intersection of the PMd and pre-PMd.
such M1 activity could be present during any type of motor imagery even without accompanying muscle activity. However, this does not mean that M1 activity is necessary for generating motor imagery. Our series of studies with the SMI and dSMI tasks have indicated that a type of motor imagery can be achieved without significantly involving the M1. Consistently, M1 dysfunction did not critically impair motor imagery, at least of the visual type, as shown by recent ''virtual lesion'' studies with TMS (Sauner et al. 2006; Bode et al. 2007 ). To integrate those seemingly contradictory findings, a more comprehensive theory about the role of the M1 for cognitive and executive motor behavior should be developed. However, it seems likely that the type Ia areas (M1, S1, S2, and anteromedial cerebellum) are mainly important for motor execution and analysis of the afferent sensory information. As compared with the type Ia activity, some movement-predominant areas (type Ib) such as PMd, CCZ, and anterior parietal cortex showed mild but clear imagery-related activity. The difference between the type Ia and Ib supports the concept that motor imagery is represented in the distributed motor network with a functional gradient .
Imagery-predominant activity was found more prominently in the present study with the dSMI task than in the previous one with the SMI task. This outcome is consistent with our hypothesis that the disparity between movement and motor imagery would become clearer when sensory--cognitive components in the tasks are reduced. The imagery-predominant activity was observed in the pre-PMd, pre-SMA, and FEF, which supported our previous finding of a trend toward imagery predominance in these areas . These areas are important for visuospatial information processing for subsequent actions (Picard and Strick 2001; Rizzolatti and Luppino 2001) . The present finding signifies their roles in cognitive motor control, which seems to have some relevance to motor imagery more than immediate motor execution.
Even after sensory--cognitive components were reduced, many brain areas still demonstrated similar activity during movement and motor imagery as shown by the conjunction analysis of movement and imagery. These shared areas included the parts of nonprimary motor areas, Broca's area, cingulate areas, frontal and temporal opercular areas, inferior and superior parietal cortices, visual areas, basal ganglia, and posterior cerebellum. It is unlikely that these areas directly control movement execution because they do not have direct access to the M1 or the spinal cord. Activity of the posterior cerebellum is also localized in its nonmotor part (Allen et al. 1997; Middleton and Strick 2000 ). An emerging question is then which function of those areas is relevant to both actual and potential movements.
Delay Period Activity
The delay period activity probably represents preparatory neural activity for both motor execution and motor imagery. This delay period activity shares its characteristics with the contingent negative variation (CNV), which is a slow negative brain potential occurring between 2 successive stimuli only when the 2 stimuli are associated with or contingent with each other (Walter et al. 1964) . Recording with subdural electrodes, a slow negative potential preceding the 2nd sensory stimulus, most likely late CNV, was found on the medial aspect of the superior frontal cortex consistent with the SMA (Ikeda et al. 1996) . A similar preparatory activity in the SMA was shown in a recent neuroimaging study (Cavina-Pratesi et al. 2006) .
The dorsolateral prefrontal cortex, which has strong connections with the pre-SMA that linked with SMA (Luppino et al. 1993) , also demonstrated modest delay period activity. The delay-period activity in the prefrontal cortex was decreasing toward the cue stimulus presentation, whereas that in the SMA was increasing to it. Such temporal relationship of the Figure 7 . Type III activity aligned to the IS onset. Type III areas showed marked ISrelated activity as did the type II areas. See legends for Figure 5 for the display conventions. pre-SMA, rostral part of the supplementary motor areas; pre-PMd, rostral and dorsal sector of the lateral premotor cortex; FEF, presumable frontal eye fields. Figure 8 . Three-dimensional plots of IS-, movement-, and imagery-related activity. The mean amplitude of each event-related activity was expressed in percent signal changes (see Table 6 ) and plotted against each other for each brain area sampled for the time-course analysis. The IS-related activity was correlated positively with the imagery-related activity (r 5 0.632, P 5 0.001) and inversely with the movementrelated activity (r 5 À0.540, P 5 0.005).
prefrontal and medial frontal delay period activity implies that the dorsolateral prefrontal cortex may be located upstream to the pre-SMA and SMA in the information flow during the preparation period.
IS-and Imagery-Related Activities
To our knowledge, this is the 1st study to report detailed dynamic temporal characteristics of brain activity during motor imagery and execution together with their planning and preparation processes over time. The fact that even the most imagery-predominant areas (type III activity) showed considerable movement-related activity supported the well-accepted concept that motor imagery is founded on the motor-related brain network. Moreover, the assessment of the IS-related activity in reference to the movement-and imagery-related activities has provided new knowledge about the neural mechanisms of motor imagery. The time-course analysis clearly showed that the many nodes of the motor network represented all the 3 event-related activities. However, these areas were not homogenous. The type Ia areas almost exclusively showed movement-related activity, most of the type II areas showed all the 3 activities to a similar degree, and the type III areas showed substantial IS-and imagery-related activities but only mild movement-related activity. By reflecting this distributional gradient of activity, the correlation analysis across the 3 event-related activities indicated a close relationship of the imagery-related activity with the IS-related activity but not with the movement-related activity (Figure 8 ).
Our idea was that a distributed network with a functional gradient for motor behaviors (some more executive and some more imaginative) might be the correlate of motor imagery . Within the motor network, the IS-related activity would reflect the collection, integration, and encoding of the information necessary for motor performance. A core factor of this process may be called motor planning (Hoshi and Tanji 2007) , but the IS-related process would also include sensory--motor mapping, sequence encoding, and update of motor plans. Here, we collectively call these factors preexecutive processes of motor behavior, as opposed to executive processes, for convenience. We interpreted the present finding as indicating that motor imagery is more closely related to preexecutive processes of a movement than its actual execution. These 2 critical functions of motorrelated areas, pre-executive processing and motor execution, are not completely segregated but rather distributed with a functional gradient from more planning-oriented areas such as the pre-SMA to more output-oriented areas as the M1 (Geyer et al. 2000) . This functional gradient concept in motorrelated areas has been supported by neuroimaging studies (Tyszka et al. 1994; . This notion also agrees with a psychological concept that ''Covert and overt stages thus represent a continuum . . .'' (Jeannerod 2001) .
There is also neurophysiological evidence to support the functional gradient in motor-related areas. The movement mode of the present dSMI task is very similar to instructed delay motor tasks studied extensively in nonhuman primates (Wise 1985; di Pellegrino and Wise 1993; Johnson et al. 1996; Crammond and Kalaska 2000) . Such studies have found a population of neurons that respond to the instruction sensory stimuli (''signal-related'' neurons) in premotor and parietal areas. Supportive evidence has been accumulated from human neuroimaging studies using instructed delay tasks (Toni et al. 1999; Cavina-Pratesi et al. 2006 ). In monkeys, there is a transition from signal-related to movement-related activity in the rostral-to-caudal direction in the premotor cortex and in the opposite direction in the superior parietal cortex (Johnson et al. 1996) . This agrees with the rostral-to-caudal transition of the activity in the precentral regions: prominent IS-related and imagery-predominant activities in the pre-PMd and the movement-predominant activity in the M1. It seems likely that ''signal-related'' activity is similar to the IS-related activity observed in the present experiment. Recently, accumulating evidence has shown the functional difference between the PMv and PMd, which constitute the ventral--dorsal axis of functional gradient within the motor-related areas. In Figure 6 , PMv responded similarly to all the IS, imagery, and movement events whereas PMd/pre-PMd was more active with the imagery and movement events than the IS events. This finding suggests that, as compared with PMd, PMv is involved more with the ISrelated process. Such PMv activity can be interpreted as reflecting a variant of direct sensorimotor mapping (Hoshi and Tanji 2007) . For example, the IS ''3'' can be interpreted as a number sequence of 1--2--3, which actually instructed a subject to map the number sequence of 1--2--3 onto the tapping sequence of the 1st, 2nd, then 3rd fingers. This could be considered as atypical direct mapping in a sense that the stimulus unambiguously determines the movement, although the stimulus is not the direct target of movement as in the typical direct mapping. Alternatively, the number stimulus may be linguistically recoded before mapping onto the fingers. A region of PMv representing both finger and mouth movements and their imagery (Hanakawa et al. 2005) could mediate the mapping of a linguistically recoded stimulus onto a motor plan of fingers. The PMd activity enhanced during imagery and movement performance might reflect the function of PMd for motor and nonmotor sequence generation (Ohbayashi et al. 2003; Abe et al. 2007 ).
The IS-related activity should concern information processing for both motor execution and motor imagery. That is, subjects would semiautomatically link the presented IS to the required tapping pattern in a form applicable to both execution and imagery (mapping or planning). This stimulus--response linkage process may be regarded as ''sensorytriggered'' activation of motor representations or implicit-type motor imagery. Sensory-triggered or implicit motor imagery may underlie cognitive tasks (Parsons et al. 1995; Frak et al. 2001 ) and a process to understand actions being performed by other agents (Grafton et al. 1996; Buccino et al. 2001; Rizzolatti et al. 2002) . It is possible that not only concrete visual stimuli inherently specifying movements (i.e., other agent's movement) but also arbitrary stimuli (i.e., numbers or colors) may induce activation of the corresponding motor representations after acquisition of arbitrary stimulus--response linkage (Wise and Murray 2000; Cisek and Kalaska 2004) .
The sensory-triggered imagery concept might partly explain the overall similarity between the IS-related activity and the imagery-related activity. Nonetheless, the areas showing significantly greater imagery-related activity than IS-related activity indicates a larger role of these areas in mental rehearsal of actions, which is regarded as a voluntary process, than sensory-triggered passive-type motor imagery. Nonprimary motor areas (pre-PMd/PMd and pre-SMA/SMA) and parietal cortex (supramarginal gyrus) have been implicated to play an important role in motor imagery (Grezes and Decety 2001) . The fusiform cortex activity, which also showed a trend toward imagery-predominant (imagery > movement) cue-related activity, suggests involvement of visual form imagery, probably of the fingers, in the present motor imagery task. From the standpoint of the emulation theory of representation (Grush 2004) , what is present in motor imagery, but not in the ISrelated processes, is probably willed generation of efference copy and analysis of ''mock'' sensory (mainly proprioceptive and partly visual) signals. It is possible that nonprimary motor areas such as SMA are related to the willed generation of efference copy without activating the motor apparatus, and supramarginal gyrus, fusiform gyrus, and posterolateral cerebellum are in charge of analyzing ''mock'' sensory signals.
Physical movements do not necessarily follow the IS in the present task. In this regard, the present task resembles a Go/ NoGo choice reaction time paradigm (Kalaska and Crammond 1995; Cavina-Pratesi et al. 2006 ). Actually, it is possible that imagery-related activity partially included activity to inhibit movement execution, if subjects primarily prepared for physical movement as a default. Nonetheless, because subjects are required to imagine (not just to abort) the instructed finger tapping, imagery-related activity should also reflect the underlying imagery processes. This assumption is supported by the different distribution of the present imagery-related activity from that of the inhibition-related activity reported previously (Garavan et al. 1999) . The issue of motor imagery versus motor inhibition will require further clarification.
Concluding Remarks
Motor imagery likely corresponds to activation of the neural representations of a ''potential'' movement, which may be triggered by sensory stimuli or retrieved volitionally from motoric memory (simulation, emulation, or rehearsal). Although the motor-related areas are suggested to subserve motor imagery, it has remained unclear which aspects of the motor area functions are important for generating motor imagery. By incorporating the instructed delay period, the present study showed that activity of the motor network during motor imagery was associated more closely with that during preexecutive stage of movement than that during movement execution stage and analysis of sensory afferents. A gradient of imagery-and movement-related activity in the frontoparietal cortex may reflect the extent to which each area contributes more to preexecutive processing or executive processing. As the functions of the motor-related areas at the preexecution stage may be applicable to behaviors not directly associated with movement (Hanakawa et al. 2002; Abe et al. 2007) , further studies to clarify the roles of preexecutive aspects of motor network will be warranted.
